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I would not recommend this game. It is a decent game, fairly easy, but the graphics glitch like crazy, I can't stand to play it
mostly for that. It's a bit buggy, but for less than a dollar, that's okay. What I really, really dislike is that the controls aren't really
up and down, it's a slight angle, making you have to adjust every little bit you move, it's a pain. Make the camera actually
straight, and I'd have liked this much, much more. Sorry Dev's, just update it and you'll make a lot more people happy..
Absoultely no recommendation. Mainly due to the horrible NVidia flickering bug and the overall lack of support. I would want
to like this game but the devs dont care about fixing their sh*t. It's amazing how often this ends up on sale lately, they should
just update the store page informing that this game wont work properly with Nvidia cards. Seriously STEAM you've gotten sort
of horrible when it comes to communicating both with your customers and the Devs that are allowed to release these unpolished
products.. The game looks pretty enjoyable in the trailer, and I like what they were trying to go for, but there are some major
hang-ups with it, most notably the control scheme. The controls are mostly just infuriating, as you might think they would've
elected to go for something closer to Asteroid-type controls, but instead they've gone for something closer to Zelda games.
Zelda-type controls probably would've worked OK, except that when you go from left to right, up to down, or vice-versa,
instead of just going the other direction, it does this little rotation maneuver that sort of makes it impossible to know where
you'll end up. Aside from that, I could barely see the cursor on the screen when using a mouse, all of which makes it seem like it
could only be played using a gamepad. The graphics are adequate for this type of game and the storyline seems moderately
interesting, but I personally just couldn't get passed the frustrating control scheme. I think the game could've easily been
salvaged with some other/better control scheme choices, but as it stands there are better places to spend your time.. Im going to
be honest, after seeing most of the negitive reviews I didn't even play this game until this morning. Now, im glad I did. This
game is really a decent twin stick shooter if your using a 360 controller. It plays nice and its only real short comings is the voice
acting is like a B movie gone bad, but who cares about that. This game is about game play and I personally think they did a
pretty good job of it. This is a game you should add to your library as specially if you can get it on sale.. bush did 9/11
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